TWENTYNINE PALMS SNCO ACADEMY

UNIFORM REQUIREMENTS

The following guidance is provided:

SERGEANTS COURSE

1. Uniform of the day is Seasonal MARPAT utility uniform.

2. PT is conducted in various types of uniforms. Bring shorts –(no spandex), sweat suit (winter months), white socks – no symbols, logos or writing permitted, glow belt, and green T-shirt without unit or other logos, and running shoes (no basketball shoes or sports cleats will be permitted).

3. Students will attend a Mess Night in the Blue Dress “A” uniform.

4. Field training is conducted in green MARPAT. Due to weather conditions during the winter, students should bring military issued cold weather gear, to include gloves.

5. You will need your Service “A” for check in, pictures, and winter graduations.

6. Service “C” is worn for inspections and summer graduations.

7. It is advised that you bring eye protective gear for the night Land Navigation exercises.

8. 782 gear will not be issued. You are required to bring the following in order to conduct field training evolutions:
   - Combat boots
   - Gortex top and bottom
   - Assault/Day pack
   - Flak Jacket w/ front and back SAPI Plates
   - Kevlar helmet with Liner
   - Two M16 magazine pouches w/ magazines
   - IFAK (individual first aid kit)
   - 2 one quart canteens or Camel back
   - CIF issued style gloves
   - Poly pro tops and bottoms for winter months
   - Watch caps for winter months
   - Eye protection
   - Hearing protection

NOTE: Marines who travel by commercial air should have excess baggage included in their orders. Commercial airlines have different rules regarding fees for active duty service members. Current rules for baggage allowances are provided by GSA.

NOTE: Marines who are in remote locations without the support of a military installation and cannot get the above listed 782 gear issued to them must contact the academy the week prior to the class convening and make liaison to have the gear issued to them upon arrival at the academy.